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Who are we?

We are...

As you might know, you will soon be a student at the University of Gothenburg, the student union associated with the university is Göta Student Union. Moreover, Göta has student associations, for example: us! Our name is the Computer Science Division and we have taken the opportunity to host the reception of your program! And that is why you have received this wonderful booklet and are now reading it. However, Computer Science Division is in itself made up of committees and the Regime.

Styrelsen

Styrelsen (the Regime), are the head honchos of the Computer Science Division. They handle the bureaucracy part of the organization such as managing money, communicating with the University and the university student union, and a little bit of everything that concerns the students.

Styrelsen also consists of a SAMO which is an acronym for student work environment proxy. This role, which is currently held by Tekla Siesjö, deals with work environment issues, equality and student environment. She is a proxy for the students against Gothenburg university and is free for a conversation about anything environment related, teachers not doing their job, other students not behaving well or the lights not working in a corridor are some examples of things to talk about with her.

DVRK

DVRK is a Swedish abbreviation for computer science's recentior's committee and has the responsibility to arrange the reception. Our work started around the beginning of 2022 and will continue until the last day of the reception. For example, writing this to you! But DVRK does not arrange the whole reception alone which would simply be too much work. Instead they make use of other committees.
DVarm

DVarm is the labor market committee and has the goal of collaboration with companies on the behalf of the Computer Science Division. This can be done in various ways but in the end the goal is always to help students get closer to the labor market, as well as charge these companies for the opportunity to advertise themselves to us.

ConCats

ConCats is a committee with the main purpose to make Monaden a safe and comfortable space to study, socialize and just chill. This is done by arranging different events for everyone to join such as game nights, decoration days, seasonal events, etc. They are also always happy to welcome new people to join them!

Mega6

Mega6 is the party committee of datavetenskapdivisionen and arranges several different kinds of festivities, always with your own choice of what to drink of course. Their most important event is the sitting (sittning) which is an event where you are seated around a table, eat a three course meal, drink, and sing, all in a traditional fashion. However Mega6 also makes smaller events with a more mellow vibe.

Femme++

Femme++ is a student group for women, non-binary people and trans people. They arrange social events such as bbq-nights and dinners. Together they create a safe space for people to talk, hang out and just be themselves.
What is the reception?

(Mottagningen)

The short answer

The reception is four weeks of diverse activities starting the 15 of August where you get to know your fellow students.

The long answer

As you might know, you will soon be a student at the University of Gothenburg, the student union associated with the university is Göta Student Union. Moreover, Göta has so-called sections which of you belong to the IT-section, which itself has subgroups. One of these are the Computer Science Devision, which has taken the opportunity to host the reception of your program! And that is why you have received this wonderful pamphlet and are now reading it. The reception is an old tradition here where older students prepare for the arrival of new students with different activities. These older students are called “phaddrar” or “phadder” in singular, while the new students are called “recentiors” or “recentior” in singular. The main aim with the reception is to make sure that you feel welcome and give you a speed boost into the student life here. Here you will meet your fellow students who study the same courses as you, learn tips and tricks from phaddrar, and of course enjoy our events. But it is important to remember that your attendance is not mandatory in any way, and that most activities are completely free.

What makes a older student a phadder is if they have signed a contract which forbids them from performing penalism, pushing alcohol on recentiorer, and engaging in intimate relationships with the recentiors. This is done to protect you as a recentior and ensure that we can create an environment where everyone feels safe and welcome.
What's happening?

The bachelor's reception is starting **the 15th of august** and goes on for about a month until the final sitting the 17th of September. During this month you will have the opportunity to attend many events of a wide selection, most for free. However, not all events are open to everyone. You as a master student are not supposed to show up on the bachelor's first day event and neither should they show up on yours.

Furthermore, we have decided to create another master student exclusive event on the 4th of September. So if you are unsure about the whole thing we ask that you at least show up on these two days.

Although, you are more than welcome to attend all the other events and meet the students of recentiors of Datavetenskaps programmet.

**However, there is a small exception to this and that is that all of Femme++'s events are only for women, non-binary people and trans people.**

What do I need to do?

**Join the discord server**

Our main way of communicating with you and your fellow recentiors is through discord. There we have set up a server just for the master recentiors and phadderar which will help us reach you with information, as well as creating a forum where you can contact each other. In the long run we hope this will strengthen the cohesion in your cohort. If you do not know how discord works, do not worry. Discord is easy to use and learn and if you ever need help we are available through other means.

[https://discord.gg/SmfR54mG78](https://discord.gg/SmfR54mG78)

**Sign the recentior’s declaration**

There will be many people attending the reception and consequently it will be hard to keep track of everyone. Thus we ask you to fill in form in which you give us some contact information and other useful information.

[https://forms.gle/TeFp7ZiKLCnCx5G49](https://forms.gle/TeFp7ZiKLCnCx5G49)
|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| **Bachelors’ first day**  
August 15th | Lunch  
Lunch on campus 16th | **Chill dinner**  
A chill dinner with Femme++  
Slottsskogen  
Sun, grass and good company | **Quiz at the Monad**  
18th | **Board game night**  
19th | **Practice sitting**  
A sitting where you can practice  
20th | 33 |
| **Online game night**  
22nd | **Pub-crawl**  
Visit local pubs  
23rd | **Räknestuga**  
The new bachelors get help with intro courses  
24th | **Baguette lunch**  
25th | **Masters' first day**  
Get to know your fellow students  
26th | **Exam breakfast**  
Come eat breakfast  
**Party**  
BYOB  
27th | 34 |
| | **Pub-crawl**  
Visit local pubs with Femme++  
30th | **Haskell workshop**  
Get help getting started with Haskel  
September 1st | **Board game night**  
2nd | **Slottsskogen**  
Group activities  
**Themed sitting**  
3rd | **Master student lunch**  
Tacos for master students  
4h | 35 |
| | **Pub-crawl**  
Visit local pubs  
6th | **BBQ in Slottsskogen**  
8th | | **Rave party**  
Music, lights and neon  
BYOB  
10th | | 36 |

- Bachelor exclusive event
- Master exclusive event
- Femme++ event, for women, non-binary people and trans people

**Final sitting**  
2022-09-17
Glossary

The reception:
Go to page 4. Swedish name: mottagningen

Phadder:
A person who takes care of you during the reception.

Recentior:
You and all the other new students.

Sitting:
Usually a three course meal with song and jesting in between. Swedish name: sittning

The Monad:
Our home where we study, eat and breathe. Oh, we also host events there. The address is Rännvägen 6

A monad:
Haskell something something, blah blah blah. No one actually know what a monad is.

The Computer Science Division:
Us. The student association which are responsible for your reception.
Swedish name: Datavetenskapsdivisionen

A committee:
An official subgroup of the Computer Science Division. Although any member can be apart of several committees.

Göta Student Union:
The student union for the University of Gothenburg.
Swedish name: Göta studentkår

BYOB:
Bring your own beverage. This is the standard for most sittings and other events.

Slottsskogen:
Is a large park in Gothenburg which is usually a nice place in the summer. It is a great place to hang out, drink a cold drink, chat with friends and absorb the sunlight
Final words

Than you for reading the Recentior's Guide and we hope to see you during the reception. It is also important to mention that any information in this booklet could become obsolete. Therefore, before you go on with your day, please do the following tasks:

Join the discord

Please to join the discord, it makes it easier to for us to reach out to you and check it regulatory for updates from us. It is also a good forum for you to ask us questions about anything and everything. You have nothing to lose, please join: https://discord.gg/SmfR54mG78

Fill out the recentior’s declaration

Please fill it out, I would greatly help us in arangeing events and such: https://forms.gle/TeFp7ZiKLCnCx5G49

Contact DVRK for any reception related businesses and the SAMO environment related.

DVRK mail: dvrk@dvet.se

Your discord server

SAMO

SAMO@dvet.se

https://discord.gg/SmfR54mG78